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The Color Wheel Approach to the Seven Rays:
all shades, tints and tones of color are derived from

Three Primary Colors of Light

https://www.colorhexa.com/
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A shade is achieved 
by adding black to any 
pure hue, while a tint
is created by mixing 
white to any pure 
color. A tone is 
produced by adding 
gray to any pure hue.

Is the Sixth Ray Rose or Celestial Blue (Cyan)?
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LOM 222: Colour as we know it is the realisation by the man using a fifth root-race body
in the fourth round on the fourth chain, of a vibration that contacts the human eye.

https://www.colorhexa.com/
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"THREE MINDS UNITE“ ➔ Scientific Magic

Words of Power of Goodwill: 
• R2: "I SEE THE GREATEST LIGHT" 
• R4: "TWO MERGE WITH ONE"
• R6: "THE HIGHEST LIGHT CONTROLS"

Words of Power of the Will-to-Good:
• R1: "I ASSERT THE FACT"  
• R3: "PURPOSE ITSELF AM I"       
• R7: "THE HIGHEST AND THE LOWEST MEET" 

R5

TCF 1022: When the third, fifth and seventh rays are in power, 
either coming in, at full meridian, or passing out, the work is 
much easier than when the second, sixth or fourth are dominant. 

https://www.colorhexa.com/
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Science of Triangles –Esoteric Astrology 460
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Grounded
Will-to-Good



Lladró. The Quest (Don Quixote).

My “highest and best” ideal of the Sixth Ray The Aquarian Quixote will be 

a practical visionary, a Magician capable of materializing (Capricorn) his vision (Sagittarius), 

serving (Aquarius) and redeeming (Pisces) our planet (Gaia, Mother), alchemizing the science of 

the rational mind (Raja Yoga) into the intuitive sense of the heart (Agni Yoga), consecrating his 

Quest to the Mother of the World, for the Glory of the One.

[ (E ! I)t in l " AJB in f) ]
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I ASSERT THE FACT

POWER to materialize:

• Politics (R1)
• Business/Money (R3)
• Technology (R5)
• Magic (R7)

Outcomes: 
military might
[dictatorship]

versus
Will-to-Good

[spiritual Hierarchy]

POWER to spiritualize:

• Education (R2)
• Arts/Beauty (R4)
• Religion (R6)

Outcomes: 
totalitarian dogma
[toxic ideologies]

versus
Goodwill,

[Feminine Principle]

Let Light and Love and Power
Restore the Plan on Earth



The current transition between the outgoing sixth and the incoming 

seventh rays is producing a clash of ideas and ideologies on a world-wide 

scale. We are told (Destiny of the Nations, 46), "The situation is still 

further complicated by the fact that both these rays influence and express 

themselves in a dual manner and have always a lower and a higher form 

of manifestation, which is a correspondence in this connection to the 

personality, and the egoic expression of every human being."

Higher Lower

Mars Ray 6
[Red ~ Ray 1]

Courage, initiative, ideal of 
knighthood

Warmongering, totalitarianism,
separative ideologies, dogmatic 

assertion of a narrow vision 

Neptune Ray 6
[Blue ~ Ray 2]

Unity, peace maker Impractical dreamer, pacifist

Uranus Ray 7
[Violet ~ Ray 1]

Revolutionary new order, 
transformative magic

Standardizing and regimenting; 
law and order; conservative, 
traditional values (old older) 
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Higher Uranus (R7/R1: electric fire): Uranus gives innate 
spontaneous activity, and this produces evolutionary 
development—both natural and spiritual. It is the urge to 
better conditions. EA 139

Lower Uranus (R7): absolute freedom of speech (license 

for hate speech); promiscuity of alternative facts 

(conspiracy thinking) with factual truths in a post-truth 

world. 
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This talk will address the current world situation in the light 

of this transition, and how the higher and lower expressions 

of these rays have shaped the recent history of Spain (6th 

Ray soul and 7th Ray personality: "I disperse the clouds") 

and Russia (7th Ray soul and 6th Ray personality: "I link 

two ways"). Of interest, both Russia and Spain have given 

to the world the First (Russia, agniyoga.org) and the Second 

(Spain, agniyoga.info) Ray approaches to Agni Yoga. 

We are told (Destiny of the Nations, 61): "Out of Russia will 

emerge that new and magical religion about which I have so 

often told you." Also, (Ibid, 62), "the spiritual motto: "I 

disperse the clouds," is indicative of the magical work for 

which Spain will eventually be responsible … the field of 

scientific magic and the magical work of the Church of the 
future." 
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The role of the prophet is too dangerous, for destiny lies in 
the hands of the peoples, and no one knows exactly what 
way they will take to reach their goal.  The inevitability of 
that goal is assured, as is the ultimate achieving of it, but 
the incidents of travel cannot be revealed, but lie hid in the 
racial karma.  The time has not yet come when the majority 
of the people of any race can see the picture as a whole and 
be permitted to know the part their particular nation must 
play in the history of nations. -EP I 388
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A caveat
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• Magic is the POWER to materialize an imagined reality.

• Magic is not a violation of natural law, but rather, the function of occult 

laws of nature, operating in the living matrix of space and rooted in the 

science of consciousness. 

• The Seven Rays, the creative Forces of the Universe, are the “building 

forces” behind this magic.

TCF 1026: “It might be asked of what use the fifteen rules for magic communicated above may be.  

Naught yet as far as practical work is concerned, but much where inner intellectual development is 

desired.  He who meditates and broods over these rules in the light of what has been earlier 

communicated anent the devas and building forces, will arrive at an understanding of the Laws of 

Construction in the macrocosm, which will avail him much, and save him much time when the 

magical work and formulas are put in his hands.”

“They are the [Page 142] seven Builders, Who produce the 
radiant temple of the Lord, under the guidance of the Mind of 
the Great Architect of the Universe.” -EP I
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On discernment

The attentive mind, contemplating its GOOD or EVIL 
intention, can materialize an altruistic or a selfish 
objective. Only a developed intuitive sense -- the Heart -
can discern the difference. 
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The Perennial Wisdom
The Secret Doctrine: from Hermes to the Age of Maitreya

10,000
BCE

Antiquity

HERMES

Lemuria, Atlantis 
(Hercules) 

Egypt., Mesopotamia, 
India (Buddhism)

500
BCE

Golden Age

Greece 
(Pythagoras, Plato)

Mystery Schools

Christ

1500

Renaissance 

Humanism 

Francis Bacon

1875: HPB: The 
Secret Doctrine, 

Theosophy

1925

New Age

1925: AAB: New Age 
Discipleship, New Group 

World Servers

New Physics

1975: VBA (Agni Yoga)

2025

Age of Maitreya

Council of Shamballa

New Age of Aquarius

Scientific MAGIC

CE CE CE



The End

THANK YOU.

PS: a wish list
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Some Questions Answered [Esoteric Healing, Page 306] 

Most questions asked by the neophyte would remain unasked if he had more patience and understood 

better what he was studying.  Beginners need to await developments in themselves and expand their 

consciousness normally under instruction.  However, the teacher may invite the asking of questions and 

for reasons:

1. Because where a group is involved and the members are very intelligent, through their questionings 

they could make much progress in learning to know and understand each other.  Threads of 

intercourse could be set up which would link them more closely together.

2. Because through the questions, the teacher himself can enter into a closer rapport with the 

students' viewpoint.  For example, myself, and the Western point of view as regards the healing art. 

Forget not that I am an Oriental in the last analysis, and such is my background and training.  I may 

know profoundly more about the healing art than you do and about the energies which constitute the 

human body, but your point of view, your terminologies, and your attitudes of mind are still 

somewhat foreign to me.  Your questions would help me to understand your background and your 

limitations, and so enable me to aid you with greater intelligence.[Page 307] 

3. Because asking of intelligent questions is the occult method of focussing the mind, of synthesising

knowledge, and of becoming aware of the field of inquiry, and of possible expansions of 

consciousness.
27



Some questions for clarification in any “future teaching around the year 2025” -EA 589

In the next century and early in the century an initiate will appear and will carry on this teaching.  It 

will be under the same "impression," for my task is not yet completed and this series of bridging 

treatises between the material knowledge of man and the science of the initiates has still another 

phase to run. -RI 255

1. Do the Teachings given by Master DK via AAB (AAB-DK) represent an authorized consensus statement 

speaking on behalf of the whole spiritual Hierarchy? 

2. Are the political positions expressed by Master DK representative of, and supported by, the spiritual 

Hierarchy, then and now? Specifically, the position statements on: 

• the world situation before and after the Second World War

• the United Nations, Zionism, the creation of the state of Israel and totalitarian Russia 

• the New World Religion and Judaism

3. Has there been a delay in the implementation of the Plan as foreseen in the postwar period and laid out 

in the AAB-DK books? Has the stage of the forerunner been successful? Has “true peace been found in 

the world by 1975” (EoH 325), and has “a certain scientific discovery been made of such moment that 

our scientific inhibition in recognising the fact of the soul as a creative factor has disappeared, its 

discovery being part of the acknowledged "facts of science" since year 1975” (EoH 58)?  
28



4. Are other Ashrams promoting the use of the Great Invocation? Specifically, why isn’t the Great 

Invocation mentioned in the Roerich Agni Yoga Teachings?  Would an updated directory of the 

spiritual Hierarchy be provided for the public to become more familiar with the Plan (as outlined 

in the Great Invocation) and with the process of externalization, without compromising sensitive 

information that could be misused by the dark forces to oppose it? 

5. What would be the role of China in a future world order? What about Latin America and the 

foreseen regional alliances? What role would Russia play in a future world order?  Is the European 

Union supported by the spiritual Hierarchy? What about Brexit? What about NATO?  

6. Is homosexuality a progressive or a regressive behavior? Was the use of the word “perversion” a 

poor choice of words by AAB? As in (EP I, 277): that perversion which is, today and inaccurately, 

called "homosexuality". 

7. What is the stance of the spiritual Hierarchy on the culture war pitting conservatives and 

progressives on same-sex marriage, gender dysphoria and gender affirmative care for 

transsexuality?

8. How can modern esotericism shed light on the contentious issue of abortion and reproductive 
rights?  Are there karmic implications for the elective termination of a pregnancy (abortion)? 

29

https://www.cdc.gov/lgbthealth/transgender.htm


9. Why is the spiritual Hierarchy masculine? Is a benevolent patriarchy a goal of this second 

solar system? Is the exaltation of the feminine principle, represented by the angelic (deva) 

kingdom, another goal of this solar system?  

10. Are there, and will humanity on planet Earth contact, other humanities in the universe? Are 

the unidentified flying objects an instance of this spatial reality?  Would the new discoveries 

of quantum physics and cosmology be addressed in the next phase of the “series of bridging 

treatises between the material knowledge of man and the science of the initiates” (RI 255)? 

11. Is climate change mostly driven by human activity (fossil burning), or is it an effect of a 

planetary initiation, or both?  Is the extinction of some species part of the planetary 

evolution, or should they be protected from extinction?  

12. Should Shamballa intervene (divine intervention) to prevent a final nuclear war that would 

destroy life on planet Earth? Or would the spiritual Hierarchy retreat, as in Atlantis, or 

consider leaving the planet, as in 1942? 
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